PIPEX 2021 Club Exhibit Prospectus
Club Exhibits are intended to showcase the stamp clubs in the Northwest Federation and the interests of their
members, and to encourage exhibiting among their members.
The Prospectus for competitive exhibits for PIPEX 2021 applies generally to club exhibits, with the
following differences:
1. A Club Exhibit is a single frame from a stamp club or society that is a member of the Northwest
Federation of Stamp Clubs. Every member club or society of the Northwest Federation is eligible to
enter one Club Exhibit. Up to ten frames are allocated for Club Exhibits.
2. The title page of the exhibit should introduce the club or society, and may include club information such
as its meeting place and time, its history, information about joining the club, etc.
3. Each remaining page should be supplied by a different member of the club or society. If this is not
feasible, a member may provide up to four pages – so at least four members will contribute to the exhibit.
Each page should be written up by its owner.
4. The club exhibits will be judged by a panel of show visitors who are not affiliated with any of the
exhibiting clubs or societies. The winner will be awarded a trophy to hold until the next PIPEX show.
The winning club is not eligible to win the award in the next two years, but is welcome to exhibit a
frame. Therefore only the PIPEX 2019 winner is ineligible to win in PIPEX 2021.
5. There is no requirement that the pages in the exhibit match in font, paper, format, or theme, nor that an
exhibit tell a unified story!
6. No title pages nor synopses need accompany the Club Exhibit application. The entry fee for a Club
Exhibit is $16.00.
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